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1 PROCEDURAL MATTERS

Appointed Chairperson - Cr. Antonella Celi

Meeting opened at 6:39 p.m.

Present
Cr. Antonella Celi (Chairperson)
Cr. Simon Brooks
Cr. Rosie Clark
Mayor, Cr. Bev Colomb
Cr. Sam Hearn
Cr. Frank Martin
Cr. Kate Roper

1.1 Apologies

Cr. Julie Edge
Cr. Hugh Fraser (Leave of Absence)
Cr. David Gill
Deputy Mayor, Cr. Bryan Payne

1.2 Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest Pursuant to Section 79 of the Local Government Act
1989

Nil.

1.3 Confirmation of Minutes

RECOMMENDATION

That the Minutes of the previous Forward Planning Committee Meeting held on 13 December 2016
be confirmed.

COMMITTEE DECISION

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Brooks

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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1.4 Advice to Public

This Committee has no authority to make final decisions but has the responsibility to fully investigate
and discuss matters after which it then recommends a course of action to the Council.

The Committee recommendations from this meeting will be referred to the Council Meeting to be held
on 27 June, 2017.
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2 MANAGEMENT REPORTS

2.1 Somers Pedestrian Consultation

Chris Munro, Team Leader – Infrastructure PlanningPrepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7314906Document ID

YES (1 confidential)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with background information for the community
consultation process about pedestrian facilities within the Somers township.

The consultation follows the 2016 Somers Path Network Special Charge Scheme that was declared
by Council to construct a network of paths to provide pedestrian linkages and connectivity for the
entire township. The special charge scheme was considered by the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT) which, due to an administrative error, declared the scheme legally invalid and the
project did not proceed.

BACKGROUND

On 8 February, 2016, Council adopted the Somers Path Network Special Charge Scheme to construct
5.2 kilometers of footpaths and shared paths via special charge along the following roads:

Lord Somers Road;
Parklands Avenue;
Camp Hill Road;
Tasman Road; and
South Beach Road.

The project was estimated at $1.5 million. Mornington Peninsula Shire was to contribute $750,000
to the scheme with the remaining $750,000 to be recovered from Somers property owners.

The declaration was appealed to VCAT by three groups of applicants. VCAT declared the scheme
invalid on 1 December, 2016 on the following basis:

That the public notice dated 7 July 2015 did not comply with Section 163(1B) of the Local
Government Act 1989; and

1.

That such non-compliance was sufficient to render invalid the decision to declare the
scheme.

2.
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A number of options exist to develop pedestrian facilities in the Somers township. Council indicated
a desire to consult with the community on how to move forward to improving walking, cycling and
pedestrian facilities and connections in the Somers township prior to considering any further formal
options.

CONSULTATION PROCESS

Although Council has formally considered feedback on the Somers Footpath Network project via the
special charge scheme process, the consultation was specific only to the scheme proposal.

Moving forward, the consultation process aims to provide Council with maximum community input
into the development of future pedestrian access options in the Somers township. It is proposed that
the community will have an opportunity to provide feedback on any proposals (if any) after the Forward
Planning Committee meeting.

FINANCIALS

In the 2016/2017 Budget, Council still has an allocation for the construction of the Somers Footpath
Network Project. Following the deduction of project administration, design and legal costs associated
with the special charge scheme, approximately $600,000 of the project’s budget remains.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

CONCLUSION

In the 2016/2017 Budget, Council has an allocation for the construction of the Somers Footpath
Network Project. Following the VCAT decision to declare the scheme invalid, Council indicated a
desire to seek initial feedback from the community on how to move forward to improve walking, cycling
and pedestrian facilities in the Somers Township, prior to considering further formal options.

RECOMMENDATION

That the Forward Planning Committee receive and note submissions in relation to pedestrian
access in Somers

1.

That a report be submitted to a future Council Meeting considering the feedback received
at the Forward Planning Committee Meeting.

2.

That Committee resolves that Attachment 1 to this report be retained as a confidential item
pursuant to Section 77(2)(a) and (b) of the Local Government Act 1989 and be placed in
a separate minute book for confidential items.

3.
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Deputations

Ms. Pam Bannister

Long association with Somers community;
First experience of Somers was a little coastal village;
Elements of little coastal village are still intact;
Foreshore reserve has improved although there are a lot of weeds;
Many people move around Somers via easements/avenues so no need to go on main roads;
Somers is not a through road – must make an effort to come to Somers;
One commercial area in Somers – the general store and post office;
No industry in Somers, there is a yacht club, sports ground, preschool and small primary school;
More than half the students at primary school come from outside of Somers;
Tabled maps detailing where existing easements/pathways are located;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Ms. Pam Bannister.

Carried

Suggested that bollards and signage to indicate where easements are located;
Suggested that chicanes be installed to slow traffic on main roads;
Do not need any expensive infrastructure, just update existing; and
Somers is a special place and does not want it to become an urban area.

Ms. Anne Danne

Speaking on behalf of elderly;
Elderly population is increasing in Somers;
Is 87 years old and recently had a bad fall and was not allowed to drive during recovery;
Recovery included daily walks;
Found walking through Somers very difficult and had to walk on sealed roads with her walker
navigating traffic;
A flat surface is required for elderly walkers;
Current verge does not provide a consistent and stable footing;
On behalf of increasing number of ageing residents in Somers requested that there be constructed
footpaths on the main roads; and
Constructed footpaths are required for primary school aged children to make their way safely
to and from school.
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Ms. Philippa Harrison

Asked where was the evidence to suggest that there was a problem that needed a drastic
solution;
Chose to move to Somers from suburban Melbourne due to the township's natural features;
Thrilled to live on a dirt road with no street lights;
Involved in volunteering to support the retention of native habitat for native fauna;
Tree clearing is an issue;
Extensive concrete path and loss of native vegetation has been galvanising;
Has spent money and time to stop the extensive concrete path;
Not about saving money, it's about saving the local area from unnecessary development;
Can walk in the middle of the road – her road and other dirt roads;
Has never felt unsafe walking in Somers;
As there is a mix of users it means vehicles are required to slow down;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Hearn
Seconded: Cr. Clark

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Ms. Philippa Harrison.

Carried

To keep special value of Somers it requires a different attitude;
More signage required for shared usage or 40 kilometre speed limit where paths were proposed;
Speed humps or chicanes could be used to reduce vehicle speed;
Rides bikes in Somers – only place that feels slightly unsafe to ride is on Camp Hill Road,
between RW Stone Reserve and Stony Point Road where a connecting bike path would be
useful;
Better signage for walking and bike paths could be cheap and non-intrusive; and
Hopes that consultation process now being undertaken will recognise that Somers needs to be
treated as a unique area and low impact responses are incorporated in future plans.

Mr. Henry Broadbent

Lives close to store and post office;
There is a rough gravel track at western end of Tasman Drive to the store which is not maintained
except for gravel in potholes;
There are concrete paths leading westward and a gravel path to Lord Somers Camp from the
school;
These paths take the majority of traffic from the store area;
No need for further paths;
Lack of disipline on the roads – pedestrians should walk against traffic and this should be taught
to school children;
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A path is required from the school to Sandy Point Road to the same standard as the path that
runs along Sandy Point Road; and
Wife uses the road with her walker which is rough so any paths with gravel are useless for
wheeled vehicles.

Mr. John Reynolds

New to Somers;
Partner has owned a residence for over 25 years;
Seen over that time little by little urbanisation;
First he heard of footpath proposal was when ABC advised it had been knocked down at VCAT
due to a legal reason;
Somers presents itself as a coastal hamlet;
Concrete footpath will only create a sense of urbanisation that will take away the beauty of
Somers that is today;
Money could be spend on enhancement of coastal environment instead of paths;
Previous footpath proposal divided community for the betterment of a few;
If previous proposal does go ahead, it should be totally funded by Council;
Somers needs to lobby authorities to improve mobile phone black spots; and
Recent fires in Crib Point, nobody could get the fire app which is promoted by State Government
– this is what money should be spent on.

Mr. John Copeland

Secretary of Somers Residents Association, however speaking on behalf of himself;
Lived in Somers for 23 years;
Population has increased;
Elderly and school aged children population has increased;
92% of respondents to the last survey in 2014 supported the pathway scheme;
Partly responsible for the design of the modified pathway;
Could incorporate more gravel paths to make it less suburbanite;
Certain concrete bases need to be used with gravel tops to make them safe;
Many verges and nature strips have been planted out so there is no way to avoid vehicles;
If nature strips were cleared and mowed you could walk along them;
Somers scored 27 points under Council's criteria for pathways;
Two parts of the evaluation; one is a primary school and elderly;
If you get 27 points the Council is obliged within two years to do something about a pathway;
School must have a footpath; and

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Mr. John Copeland.

Carried
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The pathway and all its merits was accepted by VCAT however there was an issue with the
notice that was issued by the Shire.

Mr. Charles Hackman

First visited Somers in 1978;
Purchased a property in 1989;
Attracted to the natural environment in Somers;
Appreciates there are potential safety concerns;
Speed limit signs need to be looked at on Camp Hill Road to Tasman Road;
Speed limit should be 40 kilometres per hour on these roads and warning signs installed for
motorists to look out for pedestrians;
Parklands Avenue should also have 40 kilometres per hour speed limit up to Lord Somers Road;
Unsure whether a footpath will reduce safety risks; and

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Clark
Seconded: Cr. Roper

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Mr. Charles Hackman.

Carried

No footpath required however a direction to traffic that the road is a shared roadway and
pedestrian markings suggesting where pedestrians should be walking and in what direction.

Dr. Chris Atmore

Lawyer who represented two residents groups at VCAT;
Appreciates the Council is genuinely trying to consult with the people of Somers;
Should have consulted in the first place which would have saved many people a considerable
amount of time and money;
Was not paid for legal services at VCAT and is out of pocket;
Concerned that this meeting is overly formalistic;
Believed meeting would be more in the nature of a public meeting;
After tonight, are we going to be any further ahead as so far most of the issues raised at this
meeting were raised over one year ago in a more detailed form;
Urged Councillors to please consider evidence and not a knee jerk reaction from one or two
peoples anecdotes;
Nature of Somers requires a low impact solutions;
Endorses lowering of speed limit and increasing signage;
Council could sponsor a competition for school kids to design signs;
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Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Hearn

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Dr. Chris Atmore.

Carried

Some changes needed to help some people get around more easily requires creative solutions;
Does not believe a concrete path is the only solution for disability access; and
Prioritise what is special about Somers and our planet remembering the climate crisis and
encouraging people to be physically active.

Mr. Barry Fraser

Thanked community and officers for organising meeting and Councillors for attending;
Believed meeting was going to be a public meeting as opposed to a formal Council meeting;
Has lived in Somers for 61 years;
Community remains the same however the scheme created something in Somers he has not
seen in his lifetime – it divided the community;
Active member of the Somers Village Community Association and has now accepted a casual
vacancy on the Somers Residents Association;
Not representing either of those bodies, representing only his own views;
Accepting of people with mobility issues however unless they live directly where the proposed
footpath scheme would be, it will not solve all of those issues for them;
Does not want a divided community anymore;
Requests that Council presents options to the community;
There are one of four choices;
You have a footpath scheme or you don’t;
If you do have a scheme it is either going to be low impact or gravel;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Martin
Seconded: Cr. Roper

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Mr. Barry Fraser.

Carried

Use terms that community understands;
Other option to low impact is concrete;
Will accept outcome of whatever the community as a whole decides;
Does not agree that 92% of respondents were in favour of the scheme;
Survey should be conducted completely independently by Council or results will be distorted;
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Information evenings should be held so people can digest information to make a sensible decision;
Survey should be sent to all people in households not just ratepayers;
Lives directly opposite the primary school and two-thirds of student are dropped off at school in
vehicles; and
School requires two speed humps at side boundary to slow traffic down.

Ms. Sue King

There has been enough mowing on eastern cliffs so does not want to see any more mowing of
nature strips;
Vegetation Protection Overlay on those verges;
Division in community came from fact that there was no compromise, it was concrete or nothing;
People interpreted survey to be that there would be informal paths so there was a
misunderstanding;
More clarity/pictures required for people to understand;
Current pathway scheme is invalid as of December 2016 so anything pertaining to that would
need to be revised;
According to the Shire’s localised planning scheme the maintenance and enhancement is a key
part to the integrated planning scheme;
The Somers Residents Association changed the yellow line to be at the south of Parklands
Avenue forcing the people with children to cross the road to the north side;
If Shire has funds, please put yellow line to the north to allow families who are dropping their
kids off to the beach to be able to park on the south side where the beach is;
Had a two year old and a four year old when she moved to Somers and has never had any
issues in getting around;
Potentially, need for footpath on main street, however understands most of those people were
against scheme;
Tabled number of people who were against the scheme versus for the scheme;
Son has Dyspraxia and his paediatrician raised that many driveways are gravel so there would
be edge erosion with concrete footpath and driveways;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Brooks
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Ms. Sue King.

Carried

Crossovers would have to be paid for by the people who live on those main roads to avoid any
litigation that may ensue for not maintaining a crossover;
Natural point at where it stops at Camp Hill Road near RW Stone Reserve which has different
classification of Green Wedge to Camp Hill Road;
Looking at the Shared Pathways Strategy the Low Density Residential Zone and General
Residential Zone are described as having shared paths;
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Former Somers Primary School principal suggested bike racks in RWStone Reserve and walking
track from school to RW Stone Reserve;
At least five zonings including Significant Landscape Overlay and Vegetation Protection Overlay;
Cultural heritage has not been addressed and there are many overlays;
There are at least five different zonings from the Shire’s policy that show a different treatment
should be made of those areas; and
Cultural heritage and changes in significant landscape particularly along Tasman Road where
significant excavation would need to take place could potentially be a problem for the traditional
owners as would be for the home owners.

Mr. Andrew Giles

Notice of tonight’s meeting and invitation under background referred to a network of paths and
that the scheme was declared legally invalid due to an administrative error;
These statements on the notice only set out some of the facts;
Notice neglected to mention that the network of paths were to be constructed out of concrete,
would result in a large amount of vegetation removal and the scheme was to be imposed on
properties some distance from the proposed paths;
VCAT hearing came about because a large number of residents were opposed to the scheme
who fought a long, arduous and expensive battle;
Somers has attracted many residents over the years due to its coastal village atmosphere, lack
of urban development, lack of fences, parkland areas and beaches;
Somers provides a welcome retreat from the built up landscapes of the city;
Atmosphere should be preserved and enhanced;
Concrete path issue has divided the township;
Shire's focus on a concrete path is a curious one especially when there are other projects for
action in Somers;
No scientific pedestrian study undertaken to warrant installing concrete paths or to determine
the needs of Somers residents;
Notice for tonight’s meeting already suggests that there is a need for improved pedestrian facilities
that is a priority above other needs – does not believe that this need has been proven;
Argument often put in favour for construction of concrete paths is to improve safety, but no
evidence has been forthcoming regarding traffic safety, study of incidents reported or identification
of any particular areas of concern or comprehensive road safety plan suggested that incorporates
solutions such as speed humps, revised speed humps, chicanes, narrower roads other than the
construction of concrete paths;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Clark
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Mr. Andrew Giles.

Carried
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Another argument is for disability access – other facilities in Somers such as shop, post office,
yacht club and beach access points are not accessible for people with disabilities so odd that a
concrete path solution proposed without a comprehensive disability access study and plan for
the whole town;
Arguments against remain and have not been resolved, and there is no evidence that we need
concrete paths;
Vegetation removal of established trees would have a negative impact on native wildlife;
Many other areas that are of a higher priority than the construction of concrete paths – the
beach access points are degraded, the signage is old and fading, foreshore is full of pest plant
species subject to erosion;
There is no leadership at the Shire amongst all of the groups that are responsible for the
foreshore;
Council could work more with volunteers to improve these assets and create wildlife corridors
and bio zones;
Bus service in Somers operates with a large bus with few passengers;
The size, speed and route of the bus should all be subject to consultation and review and this
all could be led by the Shire;
Pest management is an issue in Somers, there are still hundreds of rabbits;
Large number of off-lead dogs on beaches and in surrounding streets which is also a concern;
and
Preservation of the amenity of a tranquil coastal village is paramount to the health, wellbeing
and prosperity to the residents and visitors to Somers and introduction of concrete pathways
will destroy its amenity forever.

Ms. Sylvia Easton

Agrees with other submitters who are against concrete paths;
Would like Council to listen to what is being said – does not want a formal concrete path; and
Agrees the path near the school is important.

Mr. Trevor Holborow

Lives on Parklands Avenue next to the Lord Somers Camp;
Problems there which speed humps would fix;
Cars come speeding down the hill past the camp and then around the bottom and up Parklands
Avenue;
On Sunday afternoon there were hoons racing along there and it is an accident waiting to happen;
Does not want concrete paths;
Conducted a survey on Sunday from 10:45 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. and saw six people walked past
and a couple of dogs;
From 3:45 p.m.to 4:45 p.m. he saw seven people and two dogs;
On Monday from 11:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. there were two cyclists, two adults and one child who
walked past;
January and Easter are different, however most of the year it is quiet and on a cold winter's day
there is not a sign of life; and
Noise from Lord Somers Camp basketball courts is nonstop – surely there are rules and
regulations that must be policed.
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Ms. Anne Harding

Has lived in Somers for 20 years (second generation);
Avid walker and uses every path in Somers every day;
Usually only person on her paths and does see anyone on her 6 kilometre daily walk;
Does not see a need for further pathways throughout Somers;
An unspoken thing in Somers is that as we get older our needs change;
Somers is a small community and does not have facilities to support an ageing community;
Can't change everything for a small percentage;
Should work with community to help people with access through the township; and
Concrete paths are not the answer.

Mr. John Blogg

Most of needs have been said already, however big question is do we really need a path at all;
Comparing Somers with Sandy Point, Venus Bay and Tarwin Lower – these towns have
supermarkets, hardware stores, petrol stations and bakeries etc. and do not have concrete
paths;
You can’t even get box of Cornflakes in Somers and to spend $1.5 million for people to walk
around and get a coffee is a waste of money and waste of resources;
Money could be spent on southern Peninsula pool which would help the elderly exercises and
water education;
Proposed path was 8,700 square metres, was half the surface areas of the Sydney Cricket
Ground, weighs 2,000 tonnes of concrete and this would be put in a town that is just a sleepy
hollow;
The loss of biodiversity by changing the environment on those square metres is huge;
Should be creating biodiversity, it is why people come to the Peninsula; and
A path from Sandy Point Road to the Camp Hill reserve is viable.

Mr. John Tilleard

Problem is increasing pedestrian safety without losing the coastal village character;
Can't achieve that objective by inserting a footpath along the major thoroughfares;
Can do it with an approach that capitalises on the existing pedestrian routes;
Three components are required;
Signed network of paths around the village that avoids all of the main traffic routes;
Traffic calming techniques;
Street scape is increasingly urbanised;
Pedestrians want to move to and from the hubs, the beach and exercise;
Can meet pedestrian demands by taking the existing paths, nominating some of the quiet back
roads and adding a few missing links;
Can come up with a network that moves people where they want to go and keeps them off the
main roads and this would be a real asset to the village;
Does not believe paths need to be concrete, is a complete misfit in the coastal village;
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Is a civil engineer and understands soft engineering approaches and knows you can build paths
out of correct materials that will be accessible to all pedestrians including those who need wheel
support; and
Traffic management issue needs to be addressed – opportunity for traffic calming along The
Boulevard and Parklands Avenue;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Hearn

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Mr. John Tilleard.

Carried

Tabled maps which details all current pedestrian routes;
Identified selection of back roads that could be made into pedestrian routes;
Identified selection of areas where works could be undertaken to make some linkages; and
If linkages were made we could have a very effective link that would serve all of the community’s
demands.

Mr. Gerald Lewis

In favour of paths;
Has been a permanent resident in Somers for 15 years;
Has noticed change in demographic in local community;
Older residents have become less ambulant and there is an increasing number of families;
Focal points are bounded by the primary school, the post office and general store and in order
for the population to access this area they need to walk;
Accordingly suitable pathways are required and as a minimum on the bus route which passes
through the village;
Streets and roadways of particular concern are Parklands Avenue, Camp Hill Road from the
store to Sandy Point Road and access for older cyclists to Sandy Point Road;
South Beach Road from Sandy Point Road to Tasman Road used for beach access;
New path from Kennedy Street to South Beach Road;
Composition of paths not an issue as engineering and terrain would dictate a sensible solution;
Could be consideration of removal of vegetation encroaching on Council nature strips;
Attention should be given to reduction of speed limit to 40 kilometres per hour between the
primary school and general store; and
Signage for all paths that available and general information.
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Ms. Di Gristwood

Commended John Tilleard and Gerald Lewis on their presentations;
A community encompasses all age groups and all abilities and it is important that is respected;
There needs to be paths that are well maintained if they are gravel, which they are not at the
moment, to enable people with walkers or compromised ability; and
Paths that are not concrete are poorly maintained, so supports something that is well maintained
to be much more accessible for all abilities.

Mr. John Bennett

Paths are already there in that roads are pedestrian paths;
Somers was designed with many no through roads similar to Canberra;
Understands that a part of the design of Somers was by a student of Walter Burley Griffin;
Somers is off the beaten track so if you are coming through Somers you are visiting Somers;
There are 90 kilometres of separate walks and Somers is great for walks;
School has back access which is used by students riding bikes;
Many students come from the north (Bittern area) and make their way through South Beach
Road and there are great tracks through that area;

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Martin
Seconded: Cr. Roper

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Mr. John Bennett.

Carried

Speed limit signs could be rearranged so you don’t need so many signs but a whole lot of signs,
would be detrimental to what currently exists as a seaside village;
Encouraged people to visit elderly neighbours;
Camp Hill Road is straight road with a slight rise and wide so visibility is good and does not see
this as a hazard; and
If Council has funds to pay for a hard track then perhaps a track along Peninsula Link from
Somerville to Baxter could be considered.

Ms. Jessica Brady

Has lived in Somers for 12 years;
Moved from other side of Peninsula and moved because of how busy it was;
Raised two sons in Somers;
Moves around really well through Somers;
Lives on Camp Hill Road close to the primary school;
Not opposed to it but does not believe it has to be concrete;
Important to think about how many people are actually using paths;
Diligent in teaching sons road safety;
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Likes idea of using off-road tracks;
Has used off-road tracks since being pregnant and with babies in slings and various other modes
when you are a mum;
Expand off-road tracks making them a little more public;
Interpretive signage on tracks could be introduced;
There is fragmentation in the community and this issue has not helped;
Meeting setting is unfamiliar – perhaps this is why more people are not in attendance; and

Extension to Speaking Time

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That a two minutes extension to the speaking time be granted to Ms. Jessica Brady

Carried

Previous primary school principal encouraged families to park at RW Stone Reserve and walk
to school in response to huge amount of traffic now coming through however only two or three
families do that.

Ms. Rosa Tato

Finds meeting venue is formal/intimidating;
Been coming to Somers since 1975;
Works with young people in a youth work artistic capacity;
Input from young people is important;
Important to know how do kids feel about how they move around Somers;
Kids have been overlooked in plans and policies;
Kids' voices need to be heard and researched; and
Kids from school and yacht club should be consulted.

Ms. Sylvia Seldon

Was not expecting a formal meeting;
Reason it became such a divisive issue was that they were 2metre wide paths that were proposed
as opposed to a smaller 1 metre path for example;
Can a walker be used on well maintained grass verge – this could be a compromise;
Existing path used to be a fine gravel but now it has been topped up with a rougher gravel and
this would be more difficult for someone with a walker;
Existing concrete paths between Somers and Balnarring are cracked from tree roots so paths
will have same issue; and
Finer gravel path may be a better compromise.
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COMMITTEE DECISION

Moved: Cr. Martin
Seconded: Cr. Roper

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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3 MEETING CLOSE

As there was no further business, the meeting closed at 8:37 p.m.

CONFIRMED THIS 26TH DAY OF JUNE 2017

…………………………………………………….
CR. ANTONELLA CELI, CHAIRPERSON - FORWARD PLANNING COMMITTEE
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